relative frequencies of numerous linguistic features (e.g. function words) can be estimated accurately (Grieve, 2007) . The usual approach to analysing short texts, for example in forensic linguistics where short texts are the norm, is therefore to look at whether or not forms in the questioned document occur in each possible author writing sample, ideally showing that the vast majority of linguistic forms found in the questioned text are only used by one possible author. There are, however, at least two major issues with this approach: how to select an unbiased feature set and how to control for variation in sample size.
Based on this general approach, and keeping these two limitations in mind, we have developed a new quantitative method for attributing short texts, which we refer to as n-gram tracing. The basic idea behind the method is to calculate the percentage of all n-grams in the questioned document that occur in each of the possible author writing samples. An n-gram is a sequence of one or more (e.g. 1-gram, 2-gram, 3-gram, etc.) linguistic forms in a text, which can be measured at any level (e.g. character-level, word-level). To conduct n-gram tracing, first all ngrams of a particular length and level (e.g. word-level 2-grams) are extracted from the questioned document. The percentage of those n-grams that occur in each of the possible author writing samples is then calculated. To control for variation in sample size, the percentages of forms are calculated for random samples of texts of different sizes drawn from each possible author writing. The possible author that uses a higher percentage of n-grams, especially as the size of these sample increases, is then selected as the most likely author of the disputed text.
To evaluate the method, we tested it using 1-4 word-level n-grams and 1-20 character-level n-grams on all 1,662 texts of known Lincoln and Hay authorship in our corpus. Specifically, we would remove one known text from our corpus, extract all the n-grams from that text, and then trace those n-grams across the remaining Hay and Lincoln texts to attribute the text. We have found the method to be highly accurate. Most notably, when attributing texts based on 4-10 character-level ngrams, the method attributes all 1,662 texts in the corpus of possible authors correctly. Remarkably, a majority of these texts contain fewer than 200 words and 10% contain fewer than 50.
Finally, to attribute the Bixby Letter we extracted all 1-4 word and 1-20 character level n-grams and then traced each set of n-grams across the Hay and Lincoln corpora. All analyses clearly identified Hay as the most likely author of the Bixby Letter. We therefore conclude that Hay as opposed to Lincoln was the author of the Bixby Letter, providing linguistic support for the analyses of Burlingame and others. N-gram tracing also appears to offer a solution to the problem of text length in authorship attribution, one of the most important problems in stylometry.
